Fitting Instructions
Thank you for purchasing the Armaplate LockNut security device. This unit will help to protect your van from
opportunist theft-attacks. The unit comes with a 5-year guarantee against manufacturing defects, so please be sure to
keep your receipt safe.
You will require a drill with a 6.5mm steel drill-bit, a 10mm spanner and a hacksaw. Please take your time when
determining where to drill holes and double-check all your measurements before proceeding.
The LockNut has slotted fixing points to ease fitting and can be fitted in a variety of positions. Find a position on your
doors where the long fixing bolts will be able to reach all the way through from the outside to the inside without fouling
anything.
Once you've found the best place on your doors for the LockNut, hold one half of the fixing bracket onto the edge of the
door and mark the drill-locations with a marker pen. Check again that the bolts will be able to go through the door at that
point and that you'll be able to fit a nut and washer on the other end. Drill two holes and then treat the holes with touch-up
paint and allow to dry.
Stick the gasket to the back of the bracket and then bolt it loosely in place, before repeating the process on the other
doors, carefully matching up the two fixing brackets so that they are perfectly in line with one another. When you're
happy that the second fixing-bracket is in the right location in relation to the first one, mark the drill-holes, drill them and
apply the touch-up paint.
Fix a gasket to the second bracket and bolt it loosely in place. Check the alignment of the two brackets again, making sure
that they match up perfectly before tightening the nuts. Now attach the padlock section and check that it fits neatly into
place with an even gap all around. If not, loosen the fixing bolts and adjust the brackets slightly to correct.

